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Law Enforcement Task Force Meeting 

May 12, 2017 

Georgia Sheriffs’ Association 
3000 Highway 42 North, Stockbridge, GA 

 

Meeting Minutes 

 

ATTENDEES 

Task Force Member Present Absent Excused Comments 

Verda Colvin, Superior Court Judge  x   

Gerald Couch, Sheriff Hall County     

Eddie DeLoach, Mayor Savannah     

Sonja Fillingame, City Manager-Union City     

Bert Flewellen, Chief Operating Officer DCS     

Tyler Harper, Senator  x   

George Hartwig, DA Houston County     

Vivadon Horton, Citizen Liaison     

Dan Kirk, Assistant Director GBI     

Michael Persley, Police Chief Albany  x   

Alan Powell, Representative  x   

Mitch Ralston, Sheriff Gordon County  x   

Pat Strode, CIT Program Administrator     

Ken Vance, POST Director,  

Co-Chairman 

   Conference call 

Chris Wigginton, GPSTC Director,  

Co-Chairman 

    

Scott Woodell, GSP Training Director     

Others Attending     

Angie Bowen, GPSTC     

Sharla Shockley, GPSTC     

Debaja Coleman     

Ryan Powell, POST     

Terry Norris, GA Sheriffs’ Assn.     

Ray Saxon, GPSTC     

 

PURPOSE  

Governor Nathan Deal appointed the Law Enforcement Task Force to examine the Basic Law Enforcement 

Officer Training Course and establish competency-based standards for any course revisions deemed 

appropriate. 
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CALL TO ORDER       Co-Chairman Chris Wigginton 

Called to order at 10:04. Ken Vance joined by conference call. 

Motion to Accept Meeting Minutes from April 26, 2017 

Motion: Sonja Fillingam 

Second: Scott Woodell 

 

OPENING REMARKS       Co-Chairman Chris Wigginton 

Director Wigginton introduced Ray Saxon, Division Director of Basic Training at GPSTC, to discuss the 

recommendations of his division as it relates to the Basic Law Enforcement Training Course.   

Executive Director Vance is attending via conference call. 

 

Discussion 

Ray explained that the Criminal Justice System block includes a basic review of the Constitution and Bill 

of Rights, in addition to information on the role of the law enforcement officer within the criminal justice 

system. 

Ray then explained that although Ethics and Professionalism is a topic that is scheduled as a 2 hour block, 

he has a standing order to his people that they must weave a discussion about ethical behavior throughout 

every other topic they teach.  

Instructional Area 7 was discussed next. This area includes Investigative Procedures (crime scene 

preservation, sex offense investigation, burglary investigation, motor vehicle theft investigations, crimes 

against children, bombs, explosives and arson, organized crime and gang investigations, controlled 

substance investigation, and death investigations. Ray explained that the topics Burglary and Robbery 

Investigations were 2 hours long. Sex offenses, is longer so that officers can learn how to not re-victimize 

the victim. Dan asked if GPSTC offered other classes on investigations so that someone can come back to 

get more information and training. Director explained that GPSTC offers several other classes on a 

variety of topics, including some in which GPSTC works with outside agencies to deliver. Dan expressed 

his belief that the information provided in the Basic Course is adequate as an introduction to the various 

topics. 

Captain Woodell asked if the BLETC course includes any training on how to recognize indicators of 

human trafficking. He recommends the addition of at least a 2 hours block on trafficking that could be 

taught in conjunction with sex offenses or crimes against children.  

Ms. Strode asked if there would be scenario based training on the various topics, especially sex offenses 

and crimes against children. Currently, those topics are lecture based. Ray explained that sex offenses is 4 

hours and they recommend it remain at six hours. Crimes against children is 6 hours. 

There was discussion about including training on proper response to utility issues, such as downed power 

lines and gas leaks. Those topics are discussed in Patrol and Observation. Need to consider engaging 

utility companies for assistance in building additional information into the course. 

Ray discussed the difference between organized crime and gang investigation is taught now versus how it 

was taught in the past. The focus now is on street gangs. His staff tries to engage active gang investigators 

when teaching this block because the information changes so quickly, it is easy to become outdated. This 

is a 4 hour block, so it has to stay basic. 
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Ray explained how Controlled Substance Investigation is taught. One of the things they do is ask the drug 

squad to bring in seized drugs to familiarize the students with the look and smell of the drugs. Ms. Horton 

explained that young people are not purchasing different wrappers and sometimes the smell is not as 

obvious as it has been in the past. Dan explained that we need to be teaching officers about personal 

safety because of the lethality of many of the street drugs being encountered today. Ray said that they try 

to teach new officers how to recognize meth labs and how to respond when those things are found.  

Death investigation is typically taught in conjunction with crime scene preservation. This block includes 

how the officer should interact with the coroner and others during the investigation. Director Wigginton 

asked if this block includes instruction on how to make a death notification. Ray explained that that topic 

is covered in the block on patrol and observation.  

Ray then moved on to Instructional Area 8 which includes Traffic Law and Investigation. Ray stated that 

traffic law is continuously growing and that this block was increased to 16 hours from 8 hours three years 

ago. They are still finding that they don’t have enough time to adequately cover the various laws the 

officer is expected to enforce. Motor Vehicle Law does not include DUI. DUI is taught as a stand-alone 8 

hour block, Impaired Driving, due to the highly specialized nature of the topic.  

Ray stated that his staff recommends adding some procedural justice instruction to the traffic enforcement 

block. They feel traffic enforcement lends itself to discussion on how to build trust among the 

community.  

With regards to Accident Reporting, Ray explained that this block of instruction is intended to teach 

officers how to handle basic, simple accidents. Most serious accidents should be referred to someone with 

more expertise. 

Traffic Direction and Control teaches officers how to direct traffic since some officers immediately start 

working after graduating from basic mandate.  

RADAR/LIDAR is taught the Monday immediately following graduation for those who need it. If the 

Police Academy Division is able to move the lecture portion to online, that will become a part of the basic 

course. 

Instructional Area 9 is tactical skills. Fingerprinting is taught in conjunction with crime scene processing. 

The current standard is a classifiable fingerprint card, but technology is changing this function and the 

instruction will need to change to accommodate the updates in technology. 

Firearms is currently 40 hours. Ray recommends it go to 80 hours. This block only teaches proficiency 

with the weapon, but when or why to shoot. Ray explained that they try to conduct the firearms training 

as early in the basic course as they can, but they are limited by the availability of the firearms ranges out 

at the regional academies. The Director explained that the goal is to conduct driver and firearms training 

within the first four weeks, so that if a person fails those courses, they haven’t already gone almost all the 

way through the course. Dan asked if it would be practical to require cadets be able to shoot a qualifying 

score before they are allowed to enter the academy. Ray and the Director explained that they did not think 

it would be practical, primarily because of the current lack of qualified applicants. Terry Norris said he 

thought it would be practical to encourage sheriffs to provide some firearms training prior to sending 

students to the academy. Ray explained that sometimes, people who can shoot when not being tested, end 

up failing when they know they are being tested. Director Wigginton explained that an expansion of the 

firearms training will include more survival skills, such as shooting while under stress, and while moving. 

It is important to give cadets the skills they need to survive. Ryan explained that the current course of fire 

was a compromise because of the amount of time available. Director Wigginton explained that we do not 

induce any stress during qualification week. We want to induce some stress in the proposed second week 

so that students understand the effects of stress on their ability to hit a target. 
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Bert asked if there were any restrictions on returning to the course once a person has failed firearms. 

There are not, in fact, we have had some people return 4 or 5 times.  The student is allowed to return at 

the point in which they failed.  

Currently, shotgun is just a familiarization course. Director Wigginton suggests that we go to a 

certification on shotgun, but using steel targets. Dan explained GBI’s course. The current rule at POST is 

that an officer must qualify with any weapon issued by the agency. In Basic, we only cover handgun 

qualification because of the variety of other weapons issued by different agencies. There was discussion 

that many agencies are moving toward also carrying patrol rifles, and the impact adding additional 

qualifications will have on Basic Mandate training. Dan expressed the opinion that he thought adding a 

shotgun qualification would be easy, but adding a rifle course would take a lot more time and attention for 

the officer to become more familiarized with the weapon. 

The suggestion was made to not include rifle in the Basic Course, but to offer it the following week, much 

like Radar/Lidar so that if an officer needed those additional courses, they could return to get them as 

separate courses. Ray explained that logistically, obtaining a range would be difficult. Ryan asked if 

removing the long gun and Radar/Lidar training from Basic would affect the funding. The Director 

explained that it would. The Director said that he feels that we should move toward a qualification for 

shotgun. The point was made that adding those additional classes would also affect staffing at the 

regionals. Dan asked Sheriff Couch if holding a quarterly training that provided the additional training on 

rifle and Radar/Lidar would be beneficial, which he said it would. Ray explained that if a shotgun 

qualification was required, he believes people will fail.  

Terry asked if shotgun qualification isn’t a responsibility of the agency. He doesn’t believe that most 

agencies are carrying shotguns anymore and he doesn’t think it’s necessary to require qualification. 

Director Wigginton disagreed. Dan explained that shotguns are helpful for a lot more than shooting 

people.  

Director Wigginton said if we are going to leave shot gun in the basic course, it becomes a qualification, 

if not, it should come completely out. There was a suggestion to send out a survey asking how many 

agencies still use shotguns.  

Ray explained that Control Tactics is commonly referred to as Defensive Tactics. However, not 

everything an officer does is defensive. This block includes handcuffing and searching, as well as the 

physical control techniques. Ray has built in 2 hours per day for cadets to engage in physical training to 

build endurance. This block of instruction is delivered 4 or 5 weeks into the course, after the students 

have gotten in to better physical condition. The Control Tactics block is necessarily standardized across 

the state. 

Driver Training is currently referred to as Emergency Vehicle Operators Course. However, what they 

teach in basic is not EVOC. They teach basic driving. Ray would like to add a couple of days (it is 

currently 24 hours) of high speed driving. Currently, cadets never get above 50 mph. They would like to 

provide additional training that is high-speed testable course. Director Wigginton explained that the push-

back will be an increased failure rate. Perhaps the additional time could just be a familiarization course 

with a longer term goal of requiring a qualification later. Adding a familiarization will help us build data 

and establish some baselines for future qualification. Consensus was to add the two days as 

familiarization, and start keeping stats (without a standard) to start documenting times. Ray would like to 

call the extra 2 days, “Emergency Response Driving.” One of the goals is to show the cadet the limits of 

their driving skills. 

The block on stress is another topic that must be interwoven throughout other blocks. We need to address 

police suicide and other results of stress. Ray explained the different things his staff are doing to try to 
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help mitigate some of the effects of officer stress, including the effects on the family. We want to offer 

the officers different resources to deal with their own mental wellness. 

Ray explained the topic of Universal Precautions. This is tested material which is currently a reading 

assignment.  

The last block, Judgmental Simulator Training, is currently a standalone course. Ray’s staff recommends 

this topic be combined with the Use of Force block of instruction and use of force be expanded to allow 

for the scenario-based training. 

Director Wigginton told the Task Force that they would all get an opportunity to experience the JPS at the 

next meeting at the Training Center. 

Bert asked if we were going to include any Conducted Electrical Weapons (taser) in the Basic Course. 

Director Wigginton explained that Taser, inc. has requirements that would make it difficult to include that 

training in the Basic course. The training we are currently doing as an advanced class is being funded by a 

grant from CJCC. 

Next meeting will be at GPSTC on June 22. First hour to discuss remaining BLETC topics. The 

remainder of the time, we want to expose the group to what a basic training class goes through. The Task 

Force will have a tour of the facility, visit Driver Training, Firearms, and Physical Training.  

Motion was made and seconded to adjourn at 12:15. 

 

Meetings: 

June 22, at GPSTC at 10:00 a.m. 

July 20, at 10:00 location TBD 

             


